
Interactive              

Adaptation Trail 



What are discovery and learning Interactive Adaptation Trail?  

We know that schools only have a limited amount of time in the zoo during a school visit and that you want to make the best use of your groups time while 

also offering them a fun educational experience. Interactive Adaptation Trail are a way for your groups to experience as much of the zoo as possible while 

still engaging with the Discovery and Learning team.  

As a class teacher you will be provided with a route around the zoo that will allow your class to get around as much of the zoo as possible between the hours 

of 10:00am and 2:30pm. Included in this time is 30 minutes for lunch.   

You will also be provided with a list of locations and times for where you can find a discovery and learning officer who will have adaptation linked activities 

for your groups to participate with. Each of these activities will last about 10  minutes and will be run just for your class when you arrive. These activities are 

drop ins so there is no time set time for you to arrive, just a time frame when the activities will be running. If another group is already with the Discovery and 

Learning Officer, your group could use this time to watch the animals in the enclosure—there wont be long to wait.  

In between meeting your activities you can make your way around the other animal enclosures at your own pace.  

 

Depending on your group and should you be with us longer than 4 hours, you may wish to also visit the below areas:  

Asian Rhino, camel, Yak  and sloth bear enclosures 

Hippo and cheetah enclosures 

Outdoor play park 

 



Route around the Zoo 
Drop-in activity 

available during this 

In between your drop in activities, these are other animals along 

your way you could visit 

Walk from the Main entrance to the Asian Elephants 

(contact point with discovery and learning officer)  

Asian Elephant relay 

10.30 am —11.30 am 

Butterfly house 

Farm 

Walk from the Asian Elephants to your lunch location  

Picnic location to be decided by group adult, options 

include: 

Butterfly house or schools lunch room (indoors) 

Discovery centre picnic benches (outside) 

 

 

11.45 am—12.25pm 

Tigers 

Sea lions (12.00, subject to time of year) 

Birds of the world demonstration (11.15 subject to time of year) 

Butterfly house or farm 

Toilet break (locations on your map depending on your lunch location) 

Walk from your Lunch space  to the African Hunting 

dogs (contact point with discovery and learning 

officer) 

 

African Hunting dog 

tracking 

12.30 pm—1.15 pm 

Otters                                                             Lions 

Red pandas                                                  Meerkats 

Squirrel monkeys                                          White rhino 

Zebra                                                            Giraffe 

 

Walk from the Hunting dogs to the African penguins  

African Penguin science 

1.30 pm –2.30 pm 

Bison                                                                           

Chimpanzee                                             

       Ring tailed lemurs                          

  Wolverine                               

   Brown bears                   

Toilet break (closest toilets are at the visitor centre or next to the reindeer) 

 Lynx 

Wild boar 

Toilets (main entrance)  

Walk from the African penguins to the main entrance 





Animal 

Suggested talking points for your group 

(signage can be used to help students find 

answers) 

Answers and facts to share with the group 

Asian elephants  As mammals, Asian elephants are hairy, Why do 

they have this hair? 

The hair, collects sand and mud that they throw over their backs. These materials help to 

moisturise the skin, and protect it from the sun and biting insects.   

What diet do elephants have? 

Considering their diet, What type of teeth do the 

students expect elephants to have?  

Elephants are herbivores—grasses, leaves, fruits, roots, bark,  

Molars—each elephants has 4 teeth in their mouth at one time and 6 sets throughout their 

life time (models of the teeth are displayed on the signs at the lookout point between the 

two elephant barns 

Why do elephants flap their ears? This helps them to cool down. The skin on an elephants ears is very thin so 

Go inside the new centre for elephant care, How 

do elephants talk to each other over long               

distances?  

Infrasound. Noise that is at a lower frequency that humans are able to hear. These sounds 

travel further than a higher frequency sound so are great for communicating over longer 

distances. 

Amur Tiger  What tiger adaptations can your class see? 

Think about things that might help them to hunt, 

only 1 in 10 of their hunts are successful.  

  

 Stripes for camouflage (each pattern is unique to each tiger) 

 Large canine teeth and sharp claws (which retract to stay sharp) 

 Wide paws—act like snow shoes in the winter. Thick pads on the feet help them to 
walk quietly when stalking prey. 

Why do amur tigers have a layer of fat on the  sides 

and the belly? 

Hint: where do these tiger live in the wild? Insulation, Amur tiger live in Russia, where win-
ter temperature can get a low as  

Communication methods: How many different 

ways do tigers have to communicate with each 

other? 

Signage around the enclosure can help. Urine spraying, scratching, scat (poo), vocally 
(roaring—which can be herd for several miles, chuffing—like purring) body language (tails, 

ears, eyes and mouth) rubbing against each other. 

To continue you adaptation learning the following pages contain talking points about the species you will encounter as you follow 

the route. Us the questions and information that is right for the level of your group.  



Animal Suggested talking points for your group 

(signage can be used to help students find 

answers) 

Answers and facts to share with the group 

Californian Sea 

lion  

Discuss sea lion adaptations the students can see. 

(try the underwater viewing area to see them 

swimming) 

 Senses— they have good eyesight and hearing in and out the water and good sense of 

smell —these are used for finding and catching prey (fish) and avoiding predators  

  Whiskers  - have nerves so pick up on vibrations of prey in the water and used navigate. 

 Large front flippers  - to provide propel themselves forward 

 Able to bring back flippers underneath their body— help them to walk on land. 

 Able to close their nostrils while swimming. 

 Able to stay under water for up to 10 minutes, but dives are usually 3 minutes. 

Fun fact: when sea lions sleep in open water they 

sleep vertically with their nose out the water! 

 

Butterfly house  Use the ID guides to find an Indian leaf wing butter-

fly. Why do their wing have those colours and 

patterns?  

Writing on the boulders will help students to answer these.  

Underside of the wings are camouflage to look like a dead leaf, while the bright colours on 

the top attract a mate. 

What other ways to butterflies use to avoid preda-

tors? 

Check out the ‘master of illusion’ flip sign 

Why are they black and white? Camouflage: when the zebras run the movement of their stripes confuse predators making 

it more difficult for a predator to pick out just one animals.  

Grevy Zebra  

Discuss: Are they black with white stripes or white 

with black stripes? 

Most scientist now think they are black with white stripes, under the fur they have dark 

skin, and all the fur grows from follicles with a certain pigment, but in the white fur this 

pigment is turned off. 



Animal Suggested talking points for your group 

(signage can be used to help students find 

answers) 

Answers and facts to share with the group 

Why do lions have lose skin on their stomachs It reduces the chance of injury if they are kicked by animal during a chase. African Lion  

Fun fact: You can hear a lions roar from 5 miles 

away! Why do they roar? 

They roar to figure out where other members of the pride are and to tell other lions that 

this is their territory.  

Giraffe    A giraffe heart weights about 10Kgs. Why would a 

giraffe need such a large heart.   

Giraffes need such large hearts because they need to be strong enough to pump blood all 

the way up the neck to the head. 

What is special about a giraffes tongue—encourage 

the children to watch the giraffes eating to find out 

 45cm long  - to extent their reach for leaves—their favourite in the wild is acacia 

 Blue/black/purple colouration—acts as sun protection when they are feeding 

 Prehensile—means they are able to grab things, especially leaves.  

African 

Hunting dog   

Use the ‘spot the dog’ signs to have a go at identify-

ing our different dogs. 

 

Use the signs to figure out why different dog inter-

actions mean.  

Watch the dogs and try to spot some of these interactions 

Hunting dogs are successful in 7 of 10 hunts. Why 

are they so much more successful? 

Is this a behavioural or physical adaptations?  

Hunting dogs live in  social packs. This means they can get food bigger than themselves 

and defend a kill against other predators. They also have great stamina.  

Living in a social group is a behaviour adaptation and  

Chimpanzee Ask the students to decide which of these adapta-

tions is physical (P) and which are behavioural (B)? 

 Chimps have opposable thumbs, like ours, but also opposable big toes. P 

 Sleep in nests that they build in tree (to avoid predators)  B 

 Living in social group. B. able to protect territory, food, mates.  

  



Animal Suggested talking points for your group (signage can 

be used to help students find answers) 

Answers and facts to share with the group 

Chimpanzee  Chimpanzees are not monkeys, they are great apes like hu-

mans. Discuss some of the similarities between humans and 

chimps.   

Use the ‘we’re great!’ sign by the gymnasium attached to the house for similar-

ities.  

Chimps are very intelligent, using objects they find as tools.  

What do you think a chimp would use these things for? 

Stick, rock, 

Is tool use a behavioural or physical adaptation? 

Watch the chimp, can you see them using tools? 

Sticks— extension of the arm to get things out of their reach, get termites 

from mounds. 

Rock—to break open nuts 

Brown Bear Watch our brown bears, they have a hump. This is a lump of 

muscle, why might they need this? 

Get students to think about what bears do in the winter and look on the signs 

to find out what they eat  

This muscle makes them powerful diggers, useful for winter dens and finding 

food. 

Lynx Lynx have very large feet, Why? These act like snow shoes. Animal who live on unstable land (snow, sand, bog-

gy) tend to have bigger feet, it spread their weight over a larger area so the 

animal sinks less into the ground. 

Penguin  Find out about some other penguin adaptations Watch the penguins and use the practical penguins sign to help with this. 

Many people associate penguins with Antarctica, but is this the 

only place that you find penguins? 

Use the where to find penguins turning disk or the small spinning signs to help.  

Of the 18 species of penguins, only 2 species live in Antarctica, the rest can be 

found in Australia, Africa, south America and the Galapagos island.   


